
Year 1:         Autumn 1 

Link 1:   know how to evaluate the purpose, make and customer for jackets and coats 

Share read a story about clothes e.g. ‘Where do clothes come from’ by Chris Butterworth 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn about how clothes are used for different purposes e.g. heavy winter coat has dual purpose of keeping 

someone warm as well as dry but a thin jacket may have a slightly different purpose.  

Look at different types of coat and jacket and annotate with sentences about the time of year or the weather that 

each one is used for and who might be the customer for the product (taking care not to be sexist and remaining 

culturally diverse and accurate : e:g ‘Inuit not Eskimo’).  

Learn about the properties of different coats and jackets.  

Create a ‘mood board’ identifying the jackets and the coats they like based on different criteria such as cost, 

function, appearance, etc 

Design their own jacket/coat and write about what it could be used for and for whom. 

Complete some basic customer research.  

Write about how clothes perform in relation to their purpose e.g. Down jacket keeps a mountaineer or polar 

explorer warm. 

 

Link 2:   know how to evaluate the purpose, make and customer for different footwear 

Share read a story about clothes e.g. ‘Where do clothes come from’ by Chris Butterworth 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise what their evaluations told them. 

Learn about how clothes are used for different purposes and products have different types of customer i.e. to keep 

feet dry, to keep dry from the rain, to ease running.  

Learn that products have different customers e.g. farmers may not buy sandals for working on a farm.  

Look at different types of footwear.  

Write sentences about the product and possible customers and time of year.  

Create a mood board to judge footwear against different criteria. 

Learn about the different properties and customers of footwear and design their own footwear and write about 

what it could be used for and who might be the customers. 

Complete some basic customer research.  

Identify a target group for each type of clothing.   

Write about how clothes perform in relation to their purpose 

 

Link 3:   know how to evaluate the purpose, make and customer for headwear 

Share read a story about clothes e.g. ‘Where do clothes come from’ by Chris Butterworth 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise their findings of the footwear and jacket evaluations. Learn about the properties of different coats and 

jackets.  

Create a ‘mood board’ identifying the headwear they like based on different criteria such as cost, function, 

appearance, etc 

Learn about different headwear and that it can be used for different purposes e.g. crash helmet for a bicycle rather 

than for a sun hat.  

Learn about customers for products and how this changes when and how they are sold. 

Look at different types of headwear and annotate sentences to identify possible customers, and the purpose of the 

product.  

Learn about the different customers of headwear and design their own headwear for a purpose. 

 Complete some basic customer research.   

Identify a target group for the clothes. Write about how the clothes perform in relation to their purpose.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to design an outfit for a purpose e.g. for a windy 

autumn day; for a bonfire night; for a warm autumn day 

Share read a story about clothes e.g. ‘Where do clothes come from’ by Chris Butterworth 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise their findings of the footwear, headgear and jacket evaluations. Learn about the properties of different coats 

and jackets.  

Design outfits for the purpose. If time make mini prototype versions for peg figures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:         Autumn 2 

Link 1:   know how to make a Christmas card 

Share read a story about Christmas e.g. ‘Utterly gorgeous Christmas’ by Natalie Abadzis 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn about some of the different cards, symbols, and messages that people send in December.  

Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of how different cards are aimed at different audiences.  

Identify a potential client/recipient and gather appropriate inspiration using mood boards and existing products. 

Make different designs in their DT books.  

Learn how to shape, cut materials to decorate a card. Learn how to measure and score paper. 

Use peer review and hedonic ranking to decide on the final design for their card.  

Make, decorate their final design and evaluate what it looks like and how they made it.  

 

Link 2:   know how to make a tree decoration 

Share read a story about Christmas e.g. ‘Utterly gorgeous Christmas’ by Natalie Abadzis 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn about some of the different cards, symbols, and messages that people send in December.  

Revise how to measure and score cardboard and paper. 

Learn about some of the different baubles that people hang in December.  

Think about how different baubles are aimed at different audiences.   

Discuss shape, form and basic physical properties (lightweight for tree). 

Identify a potential client/recipient and gather appropriate inspiration using mood boards, existing products and 

time exploring available materials.  

Make a range of designs in their DT books.  

Use peer review to decide on the final design for their bauble.  

Make and decorate their final design and evaluate what it looks like and how they made it. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to make a tree decoration 

Share read a story about Christmas e.g. ‘Utterly gorgeous Christmas’ by Natalie Abadzis 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn about some of the different table decorations that people use in December.  

Think about how different table decorations are aimed at different audiences.  

Discuss physical properties and construction methods of existing products.  



Identify a potential client/recipient, consider their likes and wishes and gather appropriate inspiration using mood 

boards, existing products and time exploring available materials.  

Make a range of designs  in their DT books.  

Use peer review and self -evaluation to decide on the final design for their table decorations.  

Make, decorate their final design and evaluate what it looks like and how they made it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:          Spring 1 

Link 1:   know what the different parts of a sledge are for e.g. runners 

Share read a story about snow. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Look at different pictures of sledges – how do they work, what are they made of, how do they move, how are they 

designed?  

Conduct and discuss findings of experiments which look at different shaped surface running down/over  slippery 

surfaces e.g. plastic, egg boxes, sandpaper.  

Experiment with a range of materials and test for friction over ice/slippery surfaces.   

 

Link 2:   know what materials slide well over snow and ice 

Share read a story about snow. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise materials that flow over the snow and ice and ones that do not. 

Experiment with trays made of different materials.  

Experiment with a standard sled and an increasing weight.  

Write a sentence concluding each experiment. Draw on the research to design the ‘perfect’ sled. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a sledge that will slide over the snow and ice 

Share read a story about snow. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise materials that flow over the snow and ice and ones that do not. 

Learn how to shape materials such as plastic, and junk materials to create a sledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how and why egg boxes are good designs 

Share read about eggs 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn how to shape materials such as plastic, and junk materials to create a sledge 

Explore egg boxes.  

Think about how they keep the egg safe and secure and protected. How can we carry and protect a single egg. 

Come up with ideas of how to transport a single egg safely. Try it out and improve the design.  

Think about how to move a single egg safely across water. Explore and experiment with different ways that work 

and do not work.  

Encourage students to make real-life links to the problem and push them to independently search for inspiration 

(refer to nature, and shipping),  

Write sentences about how to move an egg safely across water and keep it dry.  

 

Link 2:   know how to design a box to keep an egg safe 

Share read about eggs 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn how to shape materials such as plastic, and junk materials to create a sledge 

Explore how Easter eggs are packed and kept safe.  

Discuss the idea that plastic packaging is bad and an alternative is required.  

Research ideas about Easter eggs packaging and alternative eco materials.  

Select and measure a ’specimen egg’ .  

Suggest ideas of different designs for egg boxes. Look at how eggs are decorated.  

Design and make their Easter egg boxes, cut and shape the materials and decorate.  

Evaluate their design.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a decorated egg in a secure transportable box 

Share read about eggs 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Look at pictures of famous designers of eggs e.g. faberge.  

Plan a design to paint on an egg or additional elaboration.  

Sample a range of techniques, brush strokes and colour mixing and use the findings to decide on the final decorated 

egg design.  

Identify a target group for their design.  



Make their design and decorate their egg.  

Evaluate the look and the success of their design to meet its market.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Year 1:         Summer  1 

Link 1:   know how to evaluate bug hotels that use stacked shapes 

Share read about bees. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Look at how traditional wooden buildings are constructed through simple stacking, orientation and use of structural 

shapes (triangles etc). 

Evaluate different bug hotels, investigate and record the sizes of various insects.  

Identify and utilise key dimensions for making their bug hotels house.  

Using paper and card make a prototype.  

Present ideas to the class and share feedback on their prototype use this to create their final design.  

Design a bug hotel.  

Write some sentences about how wooden buildings are constructed.  

 

Link 2:   know how to shape and measure wood to make a bug hotel 

Share read about bees. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn about bug habitats.  

Find a suitable site for their bug house in the school grounds.  

Learn how to make a quadrilateral frame using triangles and other skills.  

Begin to measure and collect wood and other natural materials for their designs.  

Continue to construct their Bug hotels and designs.  

Learn from an evaluation of what has been made so far. Suggest ideas for improvement to each other.   

Write a few sentences about what they have done.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to camouflage an object 

Share read about bees. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn about how to decorate/camouflage their designs.  

Suggest ideas for improvement to each other.  Finish decorating their designs.  

Write a few sentences about what they have done.  

 



Year 1:   Summer 2  

Link 1:  know how to evaluate different lollies 

Share read a story about the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Look at images and video clips of different ice lollies. 

Talk to each other about what they think the ingredients are and how they are made. 

Evaluate different lollies based on: appearance, wrapper, taste, who the lolly is aimed at. 

Evaluate and test different lollies to identify what sort of lolly they would like to try and make 

 

Link 2:  know about how ice lollies are made   

Share read a story about the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Look at images and video clips of different ice lollies. 

Talk to each other about how they think their favourite lollies are made. 

Read instructions about how to make a lolly and compare this with what they thought 

Watch video clips about the making of lollies 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+make+an+ice+lolly&FORM=HDRSC3 

Use these to design their own lolly in their DT books 

 

Link 3:  make a prototype/practise ice lolly   

Share read a story about the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Look at images and video clips of different ice lollies. 

Revise how they think their favourite lollies are made. 

Use client research to decide on the final lolly.  

Make, decorate their lolly and evaluate share it with the friend to get feedback and redesign using 

recommendations. (ext :explore taste sensory descriptors) 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      make and evaluate their ice lolly 

Share read a story about the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise how they think their favourite lollies are made. 

Revise what possible clients have said in their research.  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+make+an+ice+lolly&FORM=HDRSC3


Make, decorate their lolly and evaluate share it with the friend to get feedback and redesign using 

recommendations. (explore taste sensory descriptors) 

 

Bridging project 

Part 1 

Share read a story about the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Look at images and video clips of sand. 

Ask and answer questions about sand e.g. What is sand, how does it behave? Liquid or solid?  Explore what they 

already know about how to move sand from one place to another.  

Evaluate what happens when they try to carry sand, carry it in a bag, carry it in a bucket etc 

 

Part 2 

Share read a story about the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Look at images and video clips of sand. 

Revise questions about sand e.g. What is sand, how does it behave? Liquid or solid?  Explore what they already 

know about how to move sand from one place to another.  

Think of some unusual ways of moving sand e.g. conveyor belt, wheelbarrow, Archimedes screw etc.  

Look at clips and videos.  

Learn about how to create a design for a machine/way of moving sand from one place to another.  

Design it in their DT books – try aspects of it out as  atrial.  

Evaluate their ideas with others. Learn to listen to other opinions and views and to test things out.  

 

Part 3  

Share read a story about the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise their designs for moving sand form one place to another 

Make their designs and evaluate what they would do next time.  

Write some sentences about how to make sand move.    

 

 

 

 

 


